Thank you for selecting this monitor

Refer to the User’s Guide on the Software and Reference Library CD included with your monitor for detailed instructions on setting up your monitor and optimizing performance.

To get the best performance from your monitor:

1. Install the most up-to-date driver on your computer if it is not already installed. The latest driver is on the Software and Reference Library CD included with your monitor, or you can download the latest driver from the following monitor support Web site: www.hp.com/go/support.

2. Adjust the display area in the Display Properties settings of your computer’s operating system as follows.
   - For 15” monitors: 1024 x 768 resolution, 60 Hz refresh rate
   - For 17” 18” and 19” monitors: 1280 x 1024 resolution, 60 Hz refresh rate, and 24-bit color depth or greater
   - For 20” monitors: 1600 x 1200 resolution, 60 Hz refresh rate, and 24-bit color depth or greater

3. Once the monitor is operating, press the Auto button on your monitor to optimize the display. If the Auto function does not fully correct your display, run the Adjustment Pattern utility located on the Software and Reference Library CD and press the Auto button. For additional adjustment, the Clock and Phase controls in the OSD Menu can be adjusted as described in the User’s Guide.

IMPORTANT: To maximize the display life and avoid burn-in damage to the screen, activate a screen saver application or turn off the monitor when it is not in use for a prolonged period of time.